Say Hello!
To the Cattlemen’s Days
Tough Enough To Wear Pink
Patient Transportation Truck!

We are So Excited to Provide This
2016 Ram 1500 Truck as
Transportation to Our Local Breast Cancer Patients
For Their Appointments Around the State.
They will Arrive Safely and Comfortably.

Cattlemen’s Days Tough Enough To Wear Pink is doing everything
we can to create the best small
town breast cancer hospital in the
country!!

We are making great strides with
Dr. Timothy and Gunnison Valley Health....... but until we can
provide all of the needed services
in Gunnison County.........the
reality is that many of our patients
need to travel to other places to
get the care they need.

Many of these patients do not
have a vehicle , or one that is
reliable, or they share one with the
whole family and need it to get to
work and school. Our rural
community is 200 miles from
Denver where many people are
having to make multiple trips to
get their medical care. Others are
driving 65 miles daily to Montrose
for radiation treatments. These are
not an easy drives going over
dangerous mountain passes.

Thanks to the Incredible Generosity of This
Community...This Truck is Here to Help Relieve
Some of the Stress, to Help Make Things a Little
Easier for our TOUGH PINK PATIENTS!

Want Your Logo on This Truck?
Specific Sponsorship Opportunities Available. Please Call Heidi at 970.209.6332